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The transport
of ionospheric
ionsfrom a source
in thepolarcleftionosphere
throughthepolax
magnetosphere
is investigated
usinga two-dimensional,
kinetic,trajectory-based
code.Thetransport
modelincludes
the effectsof gravitation,
longitudinal
magnetic
gradientforce,convection
electric

fields,andparallel
electric
fields.Individual
ion trajectories
aswellasdistribution
functions
and
resulting
bulk paxameters
of density,paxallelaverage
energy,andpaxallel
flux for a presumed
cleft

ionospheresourcedistributionare presentedfor variousconditionsto illustrateparametricallythe
dependences
on sourceenergies,convectionelectric field strengths,ion masses,and parallelelectric
field strengths.
The essentialfeaturesof the modelare consistent
with the conceptof a cleft-based
ion
fountainsupplying
ionospheric
ionsto the polarmagnetosphere,
andthe resultingplasmadistributions
and parametersare in generalagreementwith recent low-energyion measurements
from the DE 1
satellite.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a principal focus of magnetospheric
researchhas been on the ionosphereas a sourceof plasmas

in the magnetosphere
[e.g., Horwitz, 1982]. Currently,
there is particularlyintensestudy on the varietiesof upflowingion distributionsobservedwith DynamicsExplorer
(DE) as well as with other spacecraft.These new observations are being used to investigate conic and beam distributionsin the auroral ionosphere[e.g., Yau et al., 1984;

altitude tail and equatorial magnetosphere. Recently,
Horwitz [1984] considered a simple two-dimensional
magnetospheric model and obtained ion trajectories in the
polar and tail magnetosphere for a range of injection
masses,energies, pitch angles, and locations, including the
effects of the convection electric fields, gravitation, and
the magnetic gradient force. These calculations were used
to illustrate the massand energy separation of ions injected
at the polar cusp ionsophere that has been observed in DE 1

J. D. Winningham
andJ. L. Burch,unpublished
manuscript, low-energy ion measurementspoleward of the cusp/cleft
1984], the occurrenceof ionsover the polar cap [Shelley [Moore et al., 1985] and to suggestsome interesting
of suchtransport.For example,there
et al., 1982; Waite et al., 1985] and their possiblepolar further consequences
cusp or cleft ionosphericsource region [e.g., Lockwood

et al., 1985;Mooreet al., 1984;Peterso•1985], andthe

were initial indicationsthat the low-energy
O+ from the
polar cleft ionsopheric injection site could be fed into the

nightsideauroralacceleration
regionnear •1 RE altitude

massandenergyseparation
of theseupflowingionsdueto
[e.g., Ghielmetti et al., 1978; Gorney et al., 1981]. Lockconvectionand energy/mass-dependent
parallel motion

wood et al. [ 1985] have suggestedthat through suchtrans-

[e.g.,Mooreet .al., 1985;Lockwoodet al., thisissue; port, at least part of the energeticO+ observedto be
Gurgioloand Burch, 1982].
At the sametime, observations
within the high-altitude streaming out of the auroral acceleration region may have

started out in the polar cleft ionosphere. Horwitz [ 1984]
sphericorigin are an importantcomponentof the energetic also illustrated how energetic ions injected from the polar
magnetosphere itself have demonstrated that ions of iono-

plasmapopulationsin the ring current [e.g., Lennartson
et al., 1979, 1981; Balsiger et al., 1980; Lundin et al.,
1980], plasmasheet [e.g., Petersonet al., 1981; Sharpet
al., 1981], and plasmalobesand mantle[Sharpet al., 1981;
Lundin et al., 1982], and of course,plasmaof ionospheric
origin dominatesthe very low-energyplasma seenin these
regions [e.g., Horwitz et al., 1982; Nagai et al., 1983;
Sharp et al., 1981] and the plasmasphere
[e.g., Horwitz
et al., 1984].

cleft ionosphere[e.g., Peterson,1985], in undergoing
the

mass and energy separation during transport into the

distant tail magnetosphere,can result in preferential

trappingof O+ relativeto H+ andHe+ into theclosedfield
line regionof the magnetotail
plasmasheet,therebyleading
to a fractional
dominance
of energetic
O+ overthe light
ions in the plasma sheet larger than that presentin the
ionospheric source composition, in the case where all
ionscomefrom the polar cleft ionosphere.

Horwitz [ 1984] also showed that if gravity dominates
It is thus important and timely to develop models to
investigate the transport of the upfiowing ionospheric the motion, characteristic ion trajectories can become
ions through the polar magnetosphereand into the high- apparent at low-convection electric fields with certain
ranges of ion injection parameters. Two classesof such ion

trajectories
for low-energy
O+ injectedfromthepolarcleft
ionosphere were noted: (1) "parabolic" trajectories, in
1Onsabbatical
leavefromRutherford
Appleton
Laboratory,which heavy ions injected nearly along the magnetic field
Chilton, Didcot, England.
lines rise and then fall into the polar cap atmosphere, and
(2) "hopping" trajectories, in which heavy ions injected
Copyright 1985 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
,

,,

at nearly perpendicular pitch angles in the polar cleft ionosphere reflect between the gravitational stopping location
and the magnetic mirror point as they convect at low to
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2. CALCULATION TECHNIQUES AND ASSUMPTIONS

H+

The calculation of ion trajectories in this paper is essentially as described by Horwitz [1984] except that we
further include a model distribution of parallel electric
fields (see below). As in the work of Horwitz [1984],
these are two-dimensional trajectories appropriate to
plasma convection in the noon-midnight meridian. The
magnetospheric magnetic field model used here is again
that suggestedby Luhmann and Friesen [1979], which
consists of a dipole and a thin current sheet (with dawnto-dusk current flow), located at the magnetic equator.
This simple magnetic field model reproduces remarkably
well such features as the polar cusp and the basic tail
geometry. The only transverse velocity considered in this

INJECTION
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!

•.
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,
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paper-is
theconvection
velocity,
vñ= E x BIB2, thegra-

Hi +

dient and curvature velocities being totally unimportant
for the energies of interest here. The spatial electric field
distribution is obtained by specifying the dawn-dusk
electric field strength at 300-km altitude at the ionospheric

H+

INJECTION
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•

poleand thenmappingthe electricfield asB¬ elsewhere

+

as an approximation to the convention of assumingequipotential electric field lines. This approximation is equal to
within 1-2% of the exact mapping factors for a dipole
magnetic field for the latitude and geocentric distance

•

%= 180ø

%= 3eV
•
Ei. pole= 50 mV/m

ranges(<5 RE) considered
for the polarmagnetosphere
studied here and is certainly within the range of other
uncertainties involved (associated with magnetic field
geometry, assumption of equipotential field lines, etc.)

Fig. 1. Trajectories
of foux ion species
injectedat the cleftion

for the tail (•25 RE) considerations
thatwe envision
later,

fountain for two values of the ionosphericparallel electric field.

whereno analyticmappingfactor is availablefor eventhe

For this case,only the O+ trajectoryis substantially
affectedby the

simple magnetic field model used here. The inõtantaneous

difference
in E II,ibetween
the top andbottompanels.
Therepre- parallel velocity is obtained by integrating the parallel force
sentativemagneticfield lines displayedare for foot point latitudes
spaced
by 10ø starting
on thedayside
at X = 50ø.

equation, which for this report includes the parallel magnetic gradient force, gravitation, and a parallel electric
field (see below), and assumingconservation of the first
adiabatic invarient, along the computed ion trajectory,
starting from initial ion parameters of ion mass, energy,
pitch angle, and location. Integrating the parallel and
transverse velocities with time yields the ion trajectory
paths in space.
For this report we will simulate the effects of parallel

intermediate altitudes across the polar cap. Ion trajectories were also computed for the possible case of injection from the nightside auroral ionosphere during periods
when the interplanetary magnetic field has a northward
component and convection in the central polar cap can be
sunward [e.g., Maezawa, 1976; Horwitz and Akasofu, 1979;
Burke et al., 1979]. Such conditions could lead to a pronounced "spray" of ions, in which the injected ions would
appear in the dayside or nightside magnetosphere depending mainly on the ion mass and energy and the magnitude

ence on geocentric distance as is the case with the gravi-

of the dusk-dawn

tational

convection

electric

field.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate further the
transport of such ions on the basis of the framework
introduced by Horwitz [1984]. In the present work we
include a distribution of small parallel electric fields to
simulate approximately the effects of an ambipolar type of
parallel electric field on the ion transport. Further, we
calculate distribution functions and the resulting spatial

distributionin the polar magnetosphere
of selectedbulk
plasma parameters arising from source distributions identified with the polar cleft ionospheric upflowing ions
[Moore et al., 1984]. These are displayed as contour maps
of these bulk parameters for various conditions to illustrate
several interesting effects of varying source distributions,
convection and parallel electric field strengths, and ion
masses on the spatial distributions of the plasma in the
polar magnetosphere.

electricfieldson the ion trajectories
by specifyingEll at
the ionosphere, as with the convection field, and allowing
the parallel electric field to have an inverse squaredependfield.

Thus we assume

(rO)
2(+•'.•)

EII(r)
=EI1,i

(1)

where g and b are the unit vectors in the directions of the

gravitational
andmagnetic
fieldsand E II,i is thespecified
valueat R0 in theionosphere
(i.e.,300-kmaltitude).The
plausibility argument for taking the form for the parallel
electric field given in (1) can be seen by noting that in an
ionosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium, to maintain quasineutrality in the presence of gravity and pressure gradient
forces between the ions and light electrons, an ambipolar
parallel electric field directed upward is required:

<Mi>

EIIhs'-2e g(+•"S)

(2)
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Winninghamand Gurgiolo [1982]. Possibly, these discrepancies can be reconciled if these large potential drops

occur at high altitudes,abovethe •5 RE regionconsidered in the results presented here.
A chief focus of this paper is to illustrate the plasma

distributions in the polar magnetosphereresulting from

ion injection in the polar cleft ionosphere.The form for
the initial ion distribution functions in the polar cleft

ionosphereis here taken to be the upgoinghalf of a biMaxwellJan(i.e., for the northern hemisphere):

rs(vñ,
vII)=2ns(m/2•rk)3/2
(1/Tjjrllsl/2)
ßexp
(-mv12/2kTls
- mv
112/2krll
) vII< 0

Fig. 2. Trajectories
of H+ with verylow sourceenergies
for two

ionospheric
paxallel
electric
fields.
TheEII,i= 0ø5
/JVm'1 acceleratesthe H+ upwardandconfines
theseionsto magnetic
field lines
fs(Vl,V
ii) = 0
near their source.

(3)'

vII> 0

or, in terms af the kinetic energy e and pitch angle a,

where•/i > is the weightedion massand e is the electronic
charge. This is for the simplest caseof equal and uniform
ion and electron temperatures. If the weighted ion mass

is furtherassumed
constant,
thenthe gravitational
1/r2
dependence is also appropriate to the ambipolar electric
field. Of course, it is expected that in the real polar iono-

sphere/magnetosphere,
Ell will vary with both latitude
and altitude, owing to the obvious departures from the

hydrostaticcase,spatialvariationsin •-.Mi>, Ti, Te, and
the effects of auroral particles and the polar rain. However,
at this stage. it is difficult and beyond the scope of the
present report to include these effects self-consistently in
such a two-dimensional kinetic model of the transport.
Instead, our philosophy in this report is to employ the
simple and somewhat plausible form of (1) to study parametrically the ion trajectories and distributions for

fs(e,a)=2ns,
m(•)3/2
(T.lsT
1iisl/2).expl-e
sin2a
•CTls
ecos
2ot
I
_•

ot> 90ø

krlls

SJe,

(4)

0

where kTl$ and kTIL• are the initial perpendicularand
parallelthermalenergies,ns is the sourcedensity,andm is

the particle mass. In this report we will be considering
various perpendicular and parallel thermal energies for our
parametric illustrations of the effects on the resulting distributions in the polar magnetosphere.
We take these types of distributions to represent the
differentvaluesof Ellj. We notethat the basic,large- "source" distributions at specified altitudes and ranges of
scale electric potential dependence seen in the one-dimen- latitudes, which can be varied. For the calculations in this
sional study by Barakat and $chunk [1983] is roughly in report, we have taken the geocentric distance of injection

accord with the potential which would result from (1).
However, as will be shown in this report and the companion paper by Lockwood et al. [this issue], it appears that
the two-dimensional transport from a narrow cleft source
of heated ionospheric ions embodies the most important
effects that can be observed in the DE 1 low-energy ion
data, and hence our model makes a major new contribution even though the parallel electric field is not included

to be 1.4 RE andthe latitudinalrangeto be either70o-73ø
or 70o-80 ø on the dayside. This altitude is consistent
generally with the source altitudes of Lockwood

et al.

[ 1985], asis the 70o-73 ø latitude range;the sourcelatitude
range of 70o-80 ø is somewhat broader than is usually indicated in the DE data at these altitudes, but it is chosen

to allow use of a somewhat coarser (and thus less time
consuming) spatial grid resolution in those calculationsand
self-consistentlyhere. Indeed, there are some indications contour plots of bulk parameters yet still illustrate the
that the parallel electric field effects are small and second- important effects of a relatively narrow cleft fountain.
ary to these two-dimensional effects. For example, LockThe evaluation of the distribution functions in the magwood et al. [this issue] show for one event that the netosphere regions is based on Liouville's theorem and the
estimated
E II ,i is•0.1 /JVm-l,corresponding
toa total ion trajectory code. To calculate the distribution function
potential drop (below about 3 RE or so in geocentric at a given location r in the magnetosphere, we specify an

distance)of just 0.6 V. Also,the H+ flow energies
of

Nagai et al. [1984] are of the orderof 2-4 eV at ~4 RE

arrayof energies
andpitchangles
asel,otjwithi = 1 toNe

and j = 1 to Notthat definesthe phasespacein which we

geocentric distance, which might indicate a potential drop
wishto determine
the distribution
function
f( r, el, otj).
of only ~3 V below this location. These indicated electric
For
each
el,
otj
at
this
location
r,
we
integrate
theion
fields and potential drops are within the ranges used in trajectory backward in time. If the trajectory never interthis report and are small enough to suggest that they do sects the source location in the specified altitude and
not dominate the transport to the extent of invalidating latitude range, then the distribution function for that
our approach. It should be noted, however, that these energy and pitch angle at r is zero'
potential drop estimates are smaller than those potential
drops estimated from photoelectron measurements by
f( r, ei,ot])= 0
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Fig.3. Parabolic
(upperpanels)
andhopping
(lowerpanels)
trajectories
for various
souxcc
energies
at fixedE I1•(left
column)
andvarious
E lidforfixedsouxce
energies
(rightcolumn).

if there is no intersection of the backward trajectory with
the presumed source.

The distributionf( r, el, ai) is alsosetto zeroif, during

Parallel averageenergy:

=

,

•r

cos
2 a sina dade

the backward trajectory prior to intersection of the source
(5•)
region, the ion is under 640 km, where atmospheric lossis
considered to take place. This is obviously an oversimpli- Parallel flux:
fication to the collisional and charge exchange effects on
the ions as they move in the lower-altitude regions of the
Ell(r ) = f f f( r, e,a)
•r e cosa sina dotde
(5c)
polar magnetosphere. If the trajectory does intersect the
source location without having gone below the loss altitude,
These calculations
of distribution
functions
and the
then the distribution function at r (in the E x B drift
associated
bulk
parameters
are
performed
at
a
series
of
rest frame) is
regularly spaced locations as an array of grid points on a
two-dimensional noon-midnight cross section of the polar
f( r, el,aj)=fs(ei,map,
a/,map)
magnetosphere.In each of the runs presentedin this report,

wereintegrated,
whichgenerally
In theabove,
ei,map,a/,ma
p aretheenergy
andpitchangle about106-iontrajectories

of the particle at the point of intersection of the source consumed about 30-40 hours of CPU time on a VAX
locationr s, andrs(el,map,
aj,ma
p) isthesource
distribu-1 1/780.
tion, which is taken here to be the upgoing half of the biIt should be noted that the displaysof the bulk parameMaxwellJan form as given in (4).
Having computed the distribution function array at loca-

tion r, f(r, % aj), we usemomentintegrations
of the

ters and distribution functions are only for those ions
transported from the cleft ionosphere. These presumably
should be superposedon those of the polar cap ionosphere

distribution function to obtain various bulk parameters
of interest. The three such parameters we consider here

producedby local phot0ionization and other effects.

are the density, averageparallel energy, and parallel flux,

3. ION TRAJECTORIES IN THE POLAR MAGNETOSPHERE:
EFFECT OF AMBIPoLAR PARALLEL ELECTRIC FIELD

defined by
Density:

As has been noted above,Horwitz [1984] modeled the

n(r)
fff(re,
ot)
I•)3/21/2
=

,

rr e

sin otdotde

(Sa)ion
trajectories
under
theinfluence
of gravity,
magnetic
mirror force, and convection,but no parallel electric field

HORWITZAND LOCKWOOD:
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effects were included following injection. In this section we
will illustrate some characteristic ion trajectories in which
such effects are included. In Figure 1 we have injected low-
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and there is also a fairly significant separationbetween the

0.3 and0.5-eVH+ ion trajectories.
The effectof including

anEll,/--0.5#Vm'1istoaccelerate
ions
ofboth
initial

energyionospheric
ions of four differentspecies
(H+, energiesrapidly up the magnetic field lines so that they are

He+, O+, and02+) at 3 eV and180ø pitchangle(i.e.,

confined

directly up the magnetic field line in the northern hemi-

displayed, and there is little remaining separation between
the trajectories.

sphere) at a representativecleft injection latitude (75 ø on

the dayside)andgeocentricdistance(1.3 RE). All of these
ionospheric ions have been observed to be injected from

to

the

dayside

in

this case for

the region

Owingto theassumed
1/r2 formof theElldistribution
(equation (1)), most of the net difference in ion energiza-

thecleftregion,withH+, He+, andO+ reported
byMoore tion occursover about 1 R E when the injectionis near the
et al. [1985], and recently Cravenet al. [1985] measured ionosphere.Hence different combinations of the initial ion

themolecular
ionsN2+,02+,andNO+ flowing
upintothe energy
andEll,/canyieldquitesiinilar
characteristic
tra-

polar magnetosphere from the vicinity of the cleft. jectories. This point is illustrated in Figure 3. In the top
(Further, in the companion paper by Lockwood et al. left panelof Figure3, O+ ionsareinjectedat a = 180ø
[thisissue],thecleftoriginN+ andO'•' arealsoreported (i.e., field aligned) for a range of initial energies at a
within the polar magnetosphere.) The convection electric
In thiscasethe
field at the ionospheric pole is specified with a nominal field of 10 mV m'1 at the ionosphere.
valueof 50 mV m'1 in Figure1. The only differencecharacteristic parabolic trajectories occur for energies
between the upper and lower halvesof Figure 1 is the value below 3 eV. In the top right panel the initial energy is fixed

constant
Ell,/of0.5#Vm'1 andalow-convection
electric

arepresented
for a rangeof Ell,i,
ofEii,iintheionosphere,
which
is0.0and0.5#Vm'l , at 4 eV andtrajectories

respectively. For this particular set of ion injection parameters, the species trajectory which seems most qualitatively

andheretheparabolic
trajectories
occurforEll,/lessthan
about0.3#V m'1. The"tradeoff"
between
injection
energy

and E ll.i can be seenin the similarityof trajectoriesfor
sensitive
tothedifference
intheEII,iisO+.Intheabsence
these two top panels for different combinations of these
ofEll,/(top
panel),
the3-eVO+ executes
a clear
parabolic

trajectory and falls into the polar cap atmosphere near

parameters.
Indeed,the O+ trajectories
for 3 eV and0.5

m'1 in thetopleft panelandfor 4 eV and0.2#V m'1
70øonthenightside.
The
inclusion
ofanE[i,i
=0.5#Vm'1 #V
in the top right panel are almost identical. In the bottom

for the bottom panel eliminatesmost of the downward

featureof the O+ trajectoryuntil the ion is wellinto the two panels.the same parameters were used, except that the
nightside region. It is interesting to note that in the tra- O+ ions for this casewere injectedwith a = 100ø (i.e.,
jectories of the other ions, both lighter and heavier ions nearly perpendicular). As is indicated in these panels, for

enoughinjection energyand/or Ell i, this leadsto the
appear
to be onlymarginally
affected
by theE[I,i.In the low
"hopping" trajectoriesdescribedby 'Horwitz [ 1984].
case
ofthe0 2+,thisisbecause
theratioof thegravitational

to parallel electric-field-associatedacceleration is signific- The same types of tradeoffs between initial injection

andEll i are evidentin thesetrajectories
asfor the
antlygreater
thanunityfor theseionsevenwithEll,/= energies
field-aligned rejection and parabolic trajectories in the
ß

•

0.5#Vm'l, sothatthis
Ell,/intxoduces
arelatively
minorupper panels of Figure 3.

perturbation on these molecular ions. In the case of the

light ions, the Ell i yields a net

upward acceleration, 4. ION DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE POLAR MAGNETOSPHERE AS

especially
for H+, Jut theimportant
consideration
hereis
that for these particular energies and convection electric
field value, the time scales for parallel and convectionassociated motion are such that the light ions do not
convect very far antisunward from the field line of initial
injection and are confined mainly to the dayside (up to the

SUPPLIED BY A CLEFT IONOSPHERE ION FOUNTAIN:
A TWO-DIMENSIONAL KINETIC MODEL

As was discussedin section 2, we use the ion trajectory
code to obtain distribution functions as supplied by a
source region which we ordinarily identify with the cleft
ionosphere. In this section our objective is primarily to

5 RE geocentric
distance
rangedisplayed)
evenwithoutthe
inclusionof a nonzeroEll i. Hencethe importanceof the introduce this two-dimensional kinetic model and illustrate
E I[i to thenatureof the ion trajectorydepends
bothon the some of the interesting effects by showingsomeresultsfor
•

o

ratio of the gravitational to parallel electric field and on the
time scalesfor the parallel and convection motion.
Obviously, however, the inclusion of a parallel electric
field can make a substantial difference in the light ion
trajectories of low enough initial energies. For example,

different source conditions. We anticipate that there will
be subsequent reports directed toward detailed investigation of some of the points touched on in this section. We
also intend to examine distributions of energetic ions in the
tail lobes as predicted by this model, somewhat along the
Figure2 displays
fourH+ trajectories
for thepairsof initial lines of the Pilipp and Morrill [1978] work, but for the
energies
0.3and0.5eVandElli of 0.0and0.5#V m'1. ionospheric ions supplied by the cleft as opposed to the
These may be consadered"polar wind" injection energies solar wind protons in the mantle as considered in that
generally consistent with observations at slightly lower work.
altitudes by Hoffman and Dodson [1980]. It should be
Figure 4a displays the contoured bulk parameters of
stressed
thatalthough
in Figure2 theseH+ ionsareinjected density, parallel average energy, and parallel fluxes within
at the cleft latitudes, we are not suggestingthat the major the polar magnetosphere as supplied by the cleft ion
source of light ions at very low energiesis restricted to this fountain for O+ for two different convectionelectricfields.

region,as appears
to be the casefor O+ andotherheavy
ions [Lockwood et al., this issue]. In this ,case, in the

In the left-hand column are these contoured bulk parameters for source conditions of an upgoing half of a bi-

absence of a parallel electric field, there is strong anti-

Maxwellian
witha density
of 1000O+ cm-3 andperpen-

sunwardtransportwithin the <5 RE regiondisplayed, dicular and parallel ion thermal energies of 10 and 1 eV,
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Fig.4a. Bulkparameters
of.0 + in thepolarmagnetosphere
for two setsof conditions
describing
thechaxacteristics
of
the cleftion fountain.Principalfeatures
illustrated
axetheenhanced
fillingof thepolarmagnetosphere
duringincreased
convection(contrastingthe left and right top panelsof density)and the corresponding
energydispersion
with convectionseenin the contrastof the middlepanelsof thesetwo columns.

respectively. This source distribution is considered to be

convection
electric
fieldin tkeleft column
is 20 mV m'l,

in therightcolumn
it is80mVm'l , withallother
locatedat 1.4 RE geocentric
distance
between70ø and whereas
73ø magnetic latitude on the dayside, and there is an

ionospheric
parallelelectricfield of 0.5 /•V m'lo The

parameters being the same. The source parameters are
essentially similar to the general distribution functions
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anisotropy so that the parallel and perpendicular thermal
energiesare 3 and 0.5 eV, respectively.
The contrast between the left and right columns in
Figure 4a illustrates the effects of the convection electric

SOURCE:

Rs ' 1.4 Re

O'*'- LOW SOURCE ENERGIES

x - 70-73 ø
DAYSIDE

0.1

ns- 1000O*/cc
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field on theseO+ distributions.
For the 20 mV m'1 low-

kTj4 - 0.5 eV
kTiis' 3 eV
Ee,pole' 20 mV/m
Eii,i - 0.5/•V/m

convection case illustrated in the left column, the density
contours are largely confined to the dayside, and indeed,
the principal density decline from the source region is
mainly due to the divergence of the magnetic field. The
parallel average energiesin the left middle panel of Figure
4a also show confinement to the dayside part of the polar
magnetosphere, with the contours of 24 through 2 eV
being relatively closely bunched toward the field lines
threading the source region. As is indicated in the bottom
left panel of Figure 4a, the parallel fluxes for this case are
negative (upward) in this dayside region. Increasing the

not. • 100

convection
electricfield to 80 mV m'l , as in the right
column,causesthe O+ to spreadmuch fartherinto the

DENSITIES (O*/CC)

nightside polar magnetosphere, with significant densities

of the order of 10-40 O+ cm'3 observedin the central
and nightsidepolarmagnetosphere
in the vicinityof •2 RE
altitude. There is significant energy dispersionnow seen in
the right middle panel of Figure 4a, and all energy contours
below 28 eV spreadinto the nightsidepolar magnetosphere,

especiallythose lessthan about 10 eV, and those below 8

Ol

.1

eV reach latitudes typical of the nightside auroral oval.
Three samplevelocity distribution functionsat different
locationsappropriate to the conditionsin the right column
of Figure 4a are contour plotted in Figure 5 in the E x

BIB2 reference
frame.Essentially,
thesource
distribution
function is displayedin the left panel of Figure 5; it is the
expected shape of the upgoing half of a bi-Maxwellian
except that the contoursdo not quite extend all the way to

the vI axisowingto a slightresolution
coarseness
in both
PARALLEL

AVERAGE

ENERGIES

(EV)

-1

the velocity space grid and the contouringroutine. In the
middle panel is shown the distribution at a somewhat
higher altitude, with reductions in density due to both
magnetic field divergenceand strong convection of the
plasmaaway from the sourceregion. A conical distribution
is clearly evident in this middle panel as the initial biMaxwellian "folds" toward the magnetic field line direc-

tion.Theright-hand
panelshows
the O+ distribution
function at 3 RE directlyoverthe geomagnetic
poleandthus
fairly far away from the narrow cleft source region. The
interesting aspect of this distribution is that only a narrow

FII,o+<-10

region of velocity spaceis occupied around a "centtold"
Fii,o, > 10

located
atabout
vII• 10kms'1upward.
Wewillcomment
on this point in the discussionsection. We intend to explore
much further the character of these predicted distribution
functions and compare them with measurementsby DE 1
in subsequentinvestigations.
The effect of lowering the source energies is shown in

PARALLEL
FLUXES(1060+/(cm2-s))
Figure 4b. The most conspicuouseffect is the enhancement
in the r < 2 RE centralpolarcap,
Fig. 4b. Similaxto the left columnof Figure4a for lowersource of the plasmadensities
as compared with the higher-energysourcein the left-hand
energies
andreversed
temperature
anisotropy.
Notetheevidence
of
significant
downward
flowsof O+ whensource
energies
arewell column of Figure 4a. This is mainly the result of the
belowescape
energies.
Thisis illustrated
bestin theflux plotin the parabolic
flow of O+ fromthecleftsource
intothisregion.
lowerpanel,wheresubstantial
downward(positive)fluxes
areevi- In the bottom panel this relatively low altitude central
dentin the centralpolarcaplow-altituderegion.
polar cap region is seen to contain relatively high down-

wardfluxesof O+, in someinstances
exceeding
107 O+
(cm2 s)'1. Note also the distinctadditionalregionof

reported for a cleft upwelling ion event by Moore et al.
[1984]. In Figure 4b the parameters are the same as for
the left-hand column of Figure 4a except that we have

regions
of downward
flowmaybe compared
withtheO+

lowered the source energies and reversed the temperature

trajectory plots in Figures 1 and 3, although those trajec-

downwardflow near 2.5 RE directly over the pole. These
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R = 1.7 Re

R = 1.4 Re

Vii (UP) X= 72ø (DAYSIDE)

Vii (UP)

R = 3.0 Re

X= 75ø (DAYSIDE)

Vii (UP) X= 90ø

NO+= 933 O+/CC

NO+= 154O+/CC

NO+= 6.90+/CC

ell = 0.7 eV

ell = 5.8 eV

ell = 8.5 eV

Fii,O
+=-2.26x 108O+/(cm
2

Fii,O
+=-1.22x 108O+/(cm
2•ec)

Fii=-7x 106O+/(cm
2•,c)

LOG10
FO+•

LOG 10

(•e½3/m
6)

LOG10
FO+
•"'"•-•
, vI

) km/s

Vii (DOWN)

vI

Vii (DOWN)

Vii (DOWN)

Fig.5. Sample
velocity
distributions
of O+ (in theE x B/B2reference
frame)appropriate
to thesource
andfield
conditionsdescribedfor the right columnof Figure 4a. From left to right, thesedistributionfunctionsaxefrom the
specifiedsourceregion,somewhataboveand antisunwaxd
of the source,andoverthe poleat moderatelyhighaltitudes
distant from the cleft source.

tories were for ionospheric convection electric fields of 50

and10 mVm-1, respectively,
asopposed
to the20mVm-1

this might contain some elements of the transport effects
on a classical polar wind source, but we feel that more

electricfield in Figure4b. Of course,thereare alsoO+

information

on the detailed

characteristics

of the classical

downward flows in Figure 4a, but at smaller intensities in polar wind should be obtained from the DE 1 observations
these cases because, owing to the higher source energies, before a serious attempt is made to model its high-altitude
a smallerfractionof the cleft sourceO+ ionsaregravita- transport in detail using the present technique. Neverthetionally bound than in Figure 4b. In Figure 6 the parame- less, the cases depicted in Figure 8 should indicate the
ters are similar to those in Figure 4b, except that the source general features of transport of such light ions from a broad
distribution
hasbeenwidened
andEII,isetto 0.0, which source region. Here the field divergence accounts for most
enhances in particular the downward fluxes in the central
and nightside polar cap.
In Figure 7 we have reversed the temperature aniso-

of the H+ densitydeclinefromsource,with the parallel
electric field in the right column further causing a decrease

with altitude.

This latter effect arises because the fluxes are

tropy back so that kTl = 3 eV and kT[I = 0.5 eV and run

nearly constant along a flux tube, so that as the accelerating parallel electric field increasesthe parallel velocity, the
Although the density and flux contoursare rather complex density must correspondingly decrease to roughly conserve
and densefor the nightside,r < 2.5 RE, regionin thiscase, flux in a magnetic flux tube. The effects of the accelerating
we wish to point out one new interesting effect, seen parallel electric field may be seen directly in the
reasonably well in the lower left panel of Figure 7, where pronounced enhancement of the parallel average energies
in the middle of the right column of Figure 8 as compared
plotted. Examining the callouts to the fluxes, we see a withtheleftcolumn,
which
hadE II,i= 0.0.
region above the source where the fluxes are negative or
upward, then a region over the pole where the fluxes are
5. DISCUSSION
downward, and finally, further into the nightside region, a
third region where the fluxes are again upward. This is
The basic features of the present two-dimensional model

thiscase
fortwovalues
ofEli,/,0.5and0.0/•Vm-1.

theparallel
fluxes
fortheEII,i= 0.5/•Vm-1case
are

evidentlya "hopping"flow of O+ ions from the cleft

of the cleft ion fountain

source, consistent with the single-ion trajectories shown in
the bottom of Figure 3.
Although the major focus of this particular work is on

energy ion observations by the DE 1 satellite. The observed
features include the following:

are consistent with the recent low-

1. The Kp-dependentextension of measurableO+

thefeatures
of thetwo-dimensional
O+ flowfroma narrow, fluxes into the central and nightsidepolar magnetosphere
cleft-associated source region, it is useful in this context
to indicate some of the possible features of low-energy light
ions that should emerge from a broader region of the polar
cap. Figure 8 displays two plots depicting the results of

[Lockwood et al., this issue]. As depicted in the present
model, this observation is viewed as partly the result of the
increasing dawn-dusk convection electric field with Kp

the dayside to 80 ø on the nightside, under conditions of a

ions injected from the cleft is such that the lowest-energy/

"blowing"
the O+ fromthecleftsource
intothepolarmagassuming
an H+ sourcewith the upgoinghalf of a bi- netosphere. This is illustrated in the present work by the
Maxwellian
form havinga densityof 1000H+ cm-3 and comparison of the left and right columns of Figure 4a.
2. The energy and mass dispersion of the ionospheric
kTII = 1 eV and kT1 = 0.5 eV distributedbetween70ø on

50 mV m-1 convection
electricfieldand0.0and1 pV m-1
ionospheric parallel electric fields. In a very rough sense

highest-massions extend farthest toward the nightside from
the cleft. This effect is evident in the ion spectrogramsof
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0.1

SOURCE:

Rs = 1.4 Re
X = 70 - 80 ø
0.1

DAYSIDE

ns= 1000O+/CC
kTls = 0.5 eV

kTiis= 3 eV
Ei,pole= 20 mV/m
Ell,i = 0.0,uV/m

no+ > 200

DENSITIES (O+/CC)
2
1

10

0.1

PARALLEL AVERAGE ENERGIES (eV)

0.0
-9-

Fii,O+< - 10

Fii,O+> 10

PARALLEL
FLUXES
(106O+/(
cm2-sec))

Fig.6. Distribution
of O+ bulkparameters
in thepolarmagnetosphere
forfountain
characteristics
similar
tothecase

intherightcolumn
ofF•gure
4a,butwithœIIi = 0.0andthecleftsource
width
expanded
to10ø.Even
greater
down-

ward
fluxes
exceeding
10tO+(crn2s)-I
axe
evident
inthenightside
low-altitude
pola
r cap.

Mooreet al. [1985] andcompares
well with the model, cap,asdepicted
in someof theO+ trajectories
in Figures
1
for example,
Figure2 andtheparallelaverage
energycon- and3, andparallel
fluxesin thecontour
plots,particularly
tour plots in Figures4, 6, 7, and 8.

3. Downwardflow of very low-energyO+ ionsin the
central polar cap has been observedby Lockwood etak

in the bottom of Figure 4b.

Recently,Gallagheret al. [ 1984] havereportedout-

flowing
O+ at highaltitudes
overthepolarcapwithdensi[thisissue].Thisseems
entirelyconsistent
withtheconcept tiesof •20 O+ cm
'3 together
withoutflowing
H+ ofabout

of parabolicflow of gravitationally
boundO+ from the
cleftionospheric
sourceto the c•ntralandnightside
polar

10H+ cm
-3andanH+ "isotropic
background"
ofabout
15-20H+ cm'3,fora totalplasma
density,
measured
inde-
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kTls - 3 eV

kTiis = 0.5 eV
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0.1

Eii,•- 0.0/•Vlm

0.1

0.1

01
D.1

no+ >

no+)

10

DENSITIES(O+/CC)

DENSITIES (O+/CC)

lO

1

0.1

PARALLEL AVERAGE ENERGIES
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ENERGIES
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-1
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,-7

PARALLEL
FLUXES
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PARALLEL
FLUXES
(10• O+/(em
2 ßs)
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Fig.7. Twocases
of thecleftionfountain
withlowthermal
energies
andkT/• kTIi,forEii.i= 0.5S/Vm'1 and
0.0gV m-1.Although
thefluxanddensity
contours
aredense
andcomplex
forthiscase,
notethe•tpward,
thendownward, then upward fluxes seenin the low to intermediate-altitude
regionsmovingantisunwardacrossthe polar cap,

indicating
a hoppingflow of O+.

Assuming
that the H+ isotropicbackground
wasdueto a
cm'3. TheseO+ densities
areconsistent,
withina factorof partial isotropizing mechanism (e.g., wave-particle interon the flowingH+, thecombination
of a
2 or so, of the'O+ densityin the right columnof actions)operating
Figure4a or Figure4b,for example,
whiletheH©densities broadH+ polarcapsourceregionsuchasthat depictedin
are similar to those in the right-hand column of Figure 8.
Figure8 togetherwith the narrowO+ ion fountainassopendently using plasma wave observations,of about 50

HORWITZ AND LOCKWOOD: CLEFT ION FOUNTAIN: A2-D KINETIC MODEL
ciated with the cleft is consistent with these data. A similar

suggestion has been made by Green and Waite [1985].
In this introductory paper we have not attempted to
address systematically the suggestionby Lockwood et al.
[1985] that this cleft source region could be a significant
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in which these fluxes may be considered to emerge. Using
the results for the density and convection velocity for the

caseof Figure 4b, integratingup to r = 2 RE (1 RE altitude) at an L shell intersecting 70 ø invariant latitude, and

taking the width of an arc at this r = 2 RE locationto be

"feeder"
of O+ intothe~1-2 RE altitude
nightside
accel- •'400 km, we estimatea potentialO+ numberfluxin such
erationregion,whereenergetic
O+ ionsare observed
in a nightside
arcto beof theorderof 3 x 107O+ (cm2 s)'1.
upflowing ion events [e.g., Gorney et al., 1981; Ghielmetti
et al., 1978]; however, we can make some general comments. It is evident that the combination

of convection

electric field and ion energy must be high enough and low
enough, respectively, so that an ion is not ejected onto too
high a trajectory such that it might "overshoot" the nightside acceleration region. For instance, the light ions in
Figure 1 clearly will escape into the tail lobes and the
nightside region well above the acceleration location. On
the other hand, if the energiesand convection are too low,
the downward flow into the polar cap atmosphere could

In this connection, it is interesting to note that in the
observations of Collin et al. [ 1981 ] from the auroral accel-

erationregion,thenightside
auroralO+ fluxeswerealways

<5 x 107O+ (cm2 s)'1 for energies
above0.5 keV, and
morerecently,Yau et al. [1984] foundthat O+ fluxes
for energies greater than 10 eV in the auroral zone rarely

exceeded
107 O+ (cm2s)-1. Hencethecleftion fountain
is at least a possible source for these energetic nightside

O+ fluxes.The other potentialsourceof theseenergetic
O+ fluxesis flow directlyup alongnightside
auroralfield

lines.LargeupwardO+ flows(of the orderof 109 O+

terminateany significant
O+ fluxesfrom reachingthe (cm2 s)-1) in the nightside
auroralionsophere
havebeen
nightside acceleration region. However, two effects may
work against this last apparent consequence to assist more

of the low-energycleft O+ into the nightsideauroral

deduced from topside soundings near 600-km altitude by
Lockwood and Titheridge [1981]. However, the flows
reported by Lockwood and Titheridge [1981] were of

acceleration region. One of these is the parallel electric

unheatedionsopheric
O+, and withoutlow-altitudeaccel-

field,whichwill tendto "buoy"the O+ fromfallinginto

eration, these ions would convect sunward over large
distances around the auroral oval before reaching the
acceleration altitude. Lockwood [1982] showed the low-

the atmosphere and allow it to be transported further antisunward. Indeed, if the parallel electric field were set to
precisely the value to compensate for the gravitational

altitudeO+ flowsto occurmainlyin thenightandmorning
force for a givenion suchas O+, then eventhe lowest- local time sectors, and hence, allowing for the effect of
energy ions would be still transported onto nightside
auroral

field

lines

above

the

source

altitude.

The

other

effect that can assist the transport of the lower-energy
ions to the nightside without theix falling down first is the

magneticmirror force. This produces
the "hopping"O+

convection, a large part of this outflow could be entering
the cleft ion fountain before being returned to the night-

sideoverthe polarcap:in effect,theO+ maymovearound
much of a convection ,cell in attaining the altitude of acceleration on the nightside. It is interesting, therefore, to com-

trajectoriesin Figure 3, so that ions whoseenergywould

parethe average
total O+ outflowin thecleftionfountain,

lead them to fall and be lost in the polar cap atmosphere
will instead be reflected upward and allowed to be
transported further into the nightside. This can be seen to

whichhasa minimumof 1025ionss-1 [Lockwood
et al.,
1985], with the total O+ outflowat •'600-km altitude
similarly deduced from the results of Lockwood [1982],

unpubsomeextentin the comparison
of the O+ densities
(top whichis about2 x 1025ionss'1 (M. Lockwood,
panels)in the nightsider < 2.5 RE regionsof Figure6 and lished manuscript, 1985). This, therefore, may imply that
the right column of Figure 7, where the only difference in
the parameters for trtese two casesis in the direction of
source temperature anisotropy. We can see that the case

a significant
fractionof the O+ is cycledthroughthe cleft
ion fountain.

in the right columnof Figure7, whosesourcehaskTl = 3

A final brief comment is in order with respect to the
character of the ion velocity distribution function, in

eV and kTll - 0.5 eV, leadsto largerdensities,by factors of

regions distant from the cleft source. We noted that the

4 or more, in this region than the case in Figure 6, which

O+ distribution
in therightsideof Figure
5, at r = 3 RE

haskTl = 0.5 eV and kTl[- 3 eV. Hencethe mirror force over the geomagnetic pole, occupies a relatively small
seems to assist the low-energy ions onto the nightside

regionof velocityspacenear•'10 km s-1 in the upward

field-aligned direction. A flowing Maxwellian distribution
"fit" to such types of distributions would often yield
supplying
sufficientO+ fluxesfornightside
energization
by supersoniccharacterizationsof the distributions. Although
evaluating
the perpendicular
or convected
flux of O+ ions it is possibleor perhapslikely that self-instabilitiesand/or
across an auroral L shell per unit length in the longitudinal
other effects in the-polar magnetospheric environment
direction, integrating this flux with altitude up to the
would work to "isotropize" the distribution and wash out
altitude of observedenergeticO+, and dividingthis the conical shape, such effects would probably leave a disauroral field lines.

We can estimate the feasibility of the cleft fountain's

quantity by the width of an arc at this altitude. This gives

an estimateof the potentialO+ parallelflux whichcould
be emerging on the nightside auroral field lines as

Fli,O+,nightside
= (f nO+(S)Vl(s)ds)/w(arc)
(6)
where the integral is along a nightside arc L shell up to the

accelerationaltitude, vl is the local convectionvelocity,
and w(arc) is the high-altitude latitudinal width of an arc

tribution with the basic character of a flowing MaxwellJan
with substantial Mach number. What is interesting is that

the source distribution, apart from being highly anisotropic,
is characterized by a rather low Mach number, yet distant
from this source is found a high Mach number distribution.
This does not result from an acceleration due to the parallel
electric field because the net force on the ions resulting
from the gravitational and parallel electric fields is still
downward. Instead, the reason that only a small region of
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velocity space is occupied at this location is the natural
velocity filter effect of this system. That is, for the given
parameters, only ions in a small region of velocity space,
around essentially a parallel velocity which is consistent

with transport from the source region, can have accessto
this region. In other words, the velocity filter effect in
conjunction with a narrow source region can lead to high
Mach

number

distributions

distant

from

a low

Mach

HORWITZ AND LOCKWOOD: CLEFT ION FOUNTAIN: A 2-D KINETIC MODEL

number source region (J. H. Waite, Jr. and T. E. Moore,
private communication, 1984). This situation may have
been in fact present in an observation by Waite et al.
[1985]. These authors fitted a drifting MaxwellJan to
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the polarwind-Not just H+ andHe+," Geophys.
Res.Lett.,
12, 149, 1985.

Gurgiolo,C., and J. L. Burch,DE-1 observations
of the polar windA heatedand an unheatedcomponent,Geophys.Res.Lett., 9,
945, 1982.

measurements
at r = 4.5 RE in the nightsidepolar mag- Hoffman, J. H., and W. H. Dodson, Light ion concentrationsand

netosphere
and obtainedsupersonic
O+ flowswith kT •

0.2 eV andparalleldrift velocities
of 11km s-1. Thediscussion here does not prove that the source distribution at
lower altitudes was not supersonic for this event but does
indicate

that

distribution

it

need

observed

not

could

have been

and that

the

have been the natural

distant

result of

the aforementioned velocity filter effect.
In summary, in this report we have described a twodimensional

kinetic

model

of a "cleft

ion fountain"

which

appears to be the major supplier of at least heavy ions to
the polar magnetosphere. As was noted earlier, the major
consequencesof this model are observed in the low-energy
ion measurements by the DE 1 retarding ion mass spectrometer in the companion paper by Lockwood et al. [this
issue] and in studies by Lockwood et al. [1985], Waite et
al. [ 1985], and Moore et al. [1985]. It is clear both from
these observations and from the accompanying modeling
efforts that the polar magnetosphereis a far more interesting environment for low-energy ions than had been realized
only a short time ago and that further investigations along
both modeling and observational avenues should lead to
results of significant importance in the near future.
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